
Changing the e61 tailgate glass switch

This is just a supplementary guide to the one already posted by user: kwempe.

Car details: BMW e61 2008

Symptoms:

• tailgate pops open when starting car (can prevent this short term by locking doors before you 

start engine)

• Tailgate pops open randomly at other times.

• Slight battery drain and some strange things going on with electronics (probably due to battery 

drain and fault with tailgate switch)

Cause (in this case):

• Water ingress into the tailgate switch either through the rubber gasket between the switch and 

the glass or through plastic welds in the switch itself.

• The switch is permanently on, as the water is completing the switch circuit (as if someone is 

holding the switch down continuously)

When I removed the switch I found that as the button was pressed, that water was bubbling out of the 

wire contacts shown here. Not good.

The new switch bought from BWW for 30 quid is a much better sealed design.  The rubber gasket 

between the switch and the glass is also build into the switch design, which means no more water 

ingress. Part number for BMW part is on the box if you need it.



Below details the removal of the switch. Refitting is just the opposite. Its an absolute doddle. I do know 

however that other owners have had issues with seized parts due to corrosion and have had to get the 

cutting tools out. Lucky for me that wasn't the case.

1. Remove the wiper cover and undo the nut.

2. Remove the wiper off the spline and then remove the second nut.



3. On the under side of the tailgate remove the nut covers and then remove the nuts.  This will 

reveal the rest of the switch mechanism which is needed to release the switch connections with 

the loom.

4. Once all the parts are removed you will have the above items off the tailgate. Be careful when 

removing the switch from the connection to the cars loom as the connectors look a little weak 

and it is not obvious which bits come away from where..



5. Above shows the new switch actually in place, but the connector is the same and this whole 

section of the connector comes away with the switch.

6. Now that everything is removed the new switch can be fitted and everything put back in the 

opposite way to which it was removed.  Below shows the underside of the tailgate with 

everything removed, and another pic showing the topside with the old offending gasket in place 

(which can be thrown away, as the new switch has the gasket integrated)

7. Below shows a close up of the new switch. You can see that there are 2 contacts in the switch 

connector (only just).  If you wanted to test that it was definitely the switch which is the issue 

before fitting it you can just make the connection yourself with a thin piece of wire inserted into 

the loom connector shown above in yellow. If the switch is the issue you should hear the 

locking mechanism activate for the glass tailgate (housed in the main part of the tailgate 

roughly behind the numberplate).  Like Kwempe I thought I may create my own emergency 

switch which could effectively disconnect the glass tailgate switch should the same thing 

happen again. But to be honest, if it broke again, I would just take it back to BMW for the 2 

year warrantee on parts, or worst case buy another.



8. Hardest thing about the whole job was getting the wiper back on the spline in the right position, 

which took a few goes. Other than that, just put the washers back in the same places and don't 

over tighten the nuts etc. Happy days.

I just hope the battery drain and other spurious things stop now., fingers crossed  Incidentally I have 

already had the loom which navigates the tailgate hinges repaired by BMW. That was a costly fix for 

the rear heated windscreen (400 quid give or take)! I asked them to fix all the possible broken wires 

whilst they were in there, so I hope they have!


